
The Hebrew canon follows the Torah, history books, and wisdom writings with
many prophetical books, seventeen in all. With one exception, the canon names
those prophetical books after their prophet authors, dividing the books into five
major-prophet books and twelve books by minor prophets. The exception is the
book Lamentations, authored by the major prophet Jeremiah, who also authored a
book carrying his own name. The division of major and minor prophets has mostly
to do with the books’ length and order. The major-prophet books Isaiah, Jeremiah,
and Ezekiel are by far the longer of all the prophetical books, although the other
two major-prophet books Lamentations and Daniel are shorter, more like their
minor-prophet siblings. Together, their greater length and primary position before
the minor prophets give the major-prophet books more attention, while the longer
books also cover more history, prophecy, and related topics, as the following
sections on each book will show.

Prophecy plays an important, indeed critical, role in spiritual understanding. A
secular view would define prophecy as prediction or foretelling and consign it to
fortuity, probability, chance. Yet the natural world, not just the supernatural realm,
is fraught with cause and effect. Secularists and materialists depend just as heavily,
and at times far more heavily, on prediction than do persons holding spiritual,
supernatural, and faith beliefs. The person of faith is often at odds with prevailing
wisdom, meaning secular thought, as to the probable course of events including
their origin and cause. That difference of faith reveals the distinction between
prophecy and simple naturalistic or probabilistic prediction. A prophet discerns in
advance the coming movements of God. Everyone else, bereft of such discernment,
relies on God’s natural laws to predict what’s up and what’s coming, as if God were
not a participant outside of his own laws.

Thus, a profitable way to read prophecy is to distinguish human discernment,
thought of today as scientific, materialistic, probabilistic, or naturalistic
discernment, from spiritual discernment. Read the prophetic books for how different
what the prophets say is from the prevailing wisdom, even when that prevailing
wisdom’s source is within the religious hierarchy. Learn to identify godly prophecy.
Then discern with the Spirit’s guidance who your prophet is in your own life today.
Still your mind of the routine and false fears, anxieties, and confidences of your
own secular mind, in favor of the prophet’s discernment of the will and movement
of God. Reading the prophetical books has enormous value to the reader today
when embraced in that fashion. Yes, the prophets’ foretelling, especially of the
crucified and risen Christ, were the most-amazing supernatural insights, confirming
the divinity and eternity of the foretold events. But don’t treat prophecy merely as
confirming history. Prophecy lives today.


